
Session 3
It’s Wonderful Wednesday J
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Starter: Handwriting – practise your letter formation of ‘t’ 
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WALT: apply phonic skills and knowledge to decode words

Can you read the story again page 4-11.
Find your colour group and answer the comprehension questions 
– use the story to help you.  
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Nan thought the attic needed a clear out. She let Harry help. 
They found an old box. DINOSAURS! He shouted. 
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Harry fixed the broken dinosaurs and gave them a wash. 
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The next day Harry went to the library. He took the dinosaurs. 
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He found out the names of the dinosaurs. They went everywhere 
with Harry. They went to the beach. They went shopping and they 
went in the bath. 
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One day Harry went on a train with Nan. He was so excited, he 
forgot all about the bucket. Harry was very upset. Never mind 
said Nan. 
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Harry went to bed. I like DVD but I like my dinosaurs better 
because you can fix them. 
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The next day Nan took Harry to the train station. They spoke the 
Lost Property Man. Have you found any dinosaurs? Harry asked. 
Yes, but how do I know they are yours? He said. I will call their 
names. 
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The dinosaurs came back to Harry. Hooray! You are all here. 
Harry walked home from the station holding his bucket very 
tightly. 
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Gold Group
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Gold Group
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Silver and Purple Group
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Silver and Purple Group
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White and Pink Group
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White and Pink Group
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Gold Group -
Answers
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Gold Group

He left his dinosaurs on 
the train.

At your discretion 
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Silver and Purple Group
Harry and the bucketful of dinosaurs
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Silver and Purple Group

shops, beach and bath

He got his dinosaurs back.

At your discretion 
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White and Pink Group

Harry
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White and Pink Group

At your discretion 

At your discretion 

He got his dinosaurs back.

He lost his dinosaurs.

He found some dinosaurs.



Plenary

V What does the word definitely mean?
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